Donald Watson trails around The Glenkens launched
At long last, we have formally sign posted the two trails around The Glenkens to celebrate the art
and conservation writing of Donald Watson and to stimulate public interest in and reaction to the
changing landscape.
Both trails have their starting point at Dalry Town Hall garden where there is a sign explaining the
Warson Birds project overall, and sign posting the Walking Trail and the Art Trail. The Walking Trail
around Dalry takes around 2 hours and follows the core path along the river bank, and after crossing
the main road by Boat Knowe, ascends over The Mullach and back to the village. The Art Trail can be
done by cycle or other vehicle: users should allow half a day. It is shorter in the winter as the section
through the Raider’s Road is closed.
The trails will be accompanied by a commentary on an app by Chris Rollie, providing an insight into
Donald’s art and observation skills, and pointing out what has changed and what you might expect
to see at different times of the year. I hope that all participating will be stimulated to react in poem
or prose, in music or song, in drawing or painting, or with photographs. We can gather reactions and
display them in the Watson Room at The Smiddy on Balmaclellan and use them as part of an event in
Dalry Town Hall in the summer
Brochures for the trails can be downloaded from the web site www.watsonbirds.org and are
available at the two shops and The Clachan in Dalry, in the community shop and at The CatStrand in
New Galloway, and at the Balmaclellan shop and at the Smiddy.
Also please view the exhibition about the trials in the Watson room at The Smiddy and visit the
exhibition at The CatStrand to view Donald’s skill as a bird artist.

